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  QUESTION 51Refer to the exhibit. During troubleshooting of Virtual PortChannel (vPC), it is observed that Virtual PortChannel 2

is in a down state. What's the cause of this issue?A.    Virtual PortChannel is down because LACP is not enabled on the remote

switch.B.    Virtual PortChannel is down because of a VLAN mismatch.C.    Virtual PortChannel is down because of an MTU

mismatch.D.    Virtual PortChannel is down because of VLAN and MTU mismatch. Answer: C QUESTION 52Virtual PortChannels

(vPCs) allow links that are physically connected to two different Cisco switches to appear to a third downstream device as coming

from a single device and as part of a single port channel. Which of the following are components of a Virtual PortChannel system?

(Choose four) A.    Two peer devices: the vPC peers of which one is primary and one is secondary and are part of a vPC domain.B.   

A Layer 3 Gigabit Ethernet link called peer-keepalive link to resolve dual-active scenariosC.    A redundant 10 Gigabit Ethernet

PortChannel called a peer link to carry traffic from one system to the other when neededD.    vPC member ports forming the

PortChannelE.    A dot1q trunk between the vPC peersF.    A management port that can be used as peer-keepalive link to resolve

dual-active scenarios. Answer: ABCD QUESTION 53Which three features are part of Cisco DCNM for SAN Advanced Edition?

(Choose three.) A.    VM-aware discovery and path analysisB.    VSAN zoningC.    fabric performance monitoringD.    event lookup

E.    federation and VSAN scoping Answer: ACEExplanation:

http://www.cisco.com/en/US/prod/collateral/netmgtsw/ps6505/ps9369/qa_c67-642832.pdf (page 4, first question on the page)

QUESTION 54Refer to the exhibit. Given this FCoE topology, host VFC interface and FC storage are in the same VSAN (VSAN

10). The VSAN is in the allow list for both ISLs. Both ISLs are up at 4 GB. Which command can be issued on the N5K command

line to confirm that SCSI traffic from the host to the storage will flow across both links, as opposed to using only one link? A.   

show fspf traffic vsan 10B.    show vsan 10C.    show trunk protocolD.    show fcroute unicast vsan 10 Answer: B QUESTION 55

What is the correct order for FIP virtual establishment? A.    VLAN discovery, FCF discovery, FLOGI and FDISC, FC commandB.  

 FCF discovery, VLAN discovery, FLOGI and FDISC, FC commandC.    VLAN discovery, FCF discovery, FLOGI and FDISCD.   

FCF discovery, solicitation and advertisement, FLOGI and FDISC, FC command Answer: A QUESTION 56Which statement about

the Adapter FEX feature on the Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches is true? A.    Adapter FEX is a software feature that can be

configured on any CNA as long as the Nexus 5000 is running a version of code that supports Adapter FEX.B.    Adapter FEX can be

thought of as a way to divide a single physical link into multiple virtual links or channels.C.    Packets on each channel are tagged

with an 801.Q header that has a specific source VIF.D.    When using a dual-homed NIC on the server, active/standby is not

supported. Only active/active is supported. Answer: B QUESTION 57Which statement describes the below output from an MDS

switch?Flow ID. 44Initiator VSAN: 200Initiator WWN: 50:06:04:8a:cc:19:12:dbTarget VSAN: 200Target WWN:

50:06:04:8c:de:ad:be:efTarget LUN: ALL LUNsFlow Verification Status:-------------------------Initiator Verification Status: success

Target Verification Status: WWN was not found in name server Initiator Linecard Status: successTarget Linecard Status: Status not
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yet checkedFeature Status:---------------Write-Acceleration enabledWrite-Acceleration Buffers: 1024Configuration Status: flow

verification failed A.    The zone containing both the initiator and target does not existB.    The zone set has not been activatedC.   

The target is not logged into the fabricD.    The pWWN used for the target is invalid Answer: C QUESTION 58Which mechanism

do the CNA and the Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches use to provide a lossless class of Ethernet traffic? A.    LLDPB.    LACPC.   

PFCD.    FIP Answer: C QUESTION 59What mode is required on a Cisco Nexus 7000 32-port 10-GB module port group to allow

equal access to the 10-GB port controller? A.    dedicatedB.    assignedC.    sharedD.    community Answer: C QUESTION 60When

building a NIC team (virtual port channel) between a host and a pair of Cisco Nexus 5000 Series Switches that will carry FCoE

traffic, what is the maximum number of physical links that can exist in the team? A.    1B.    2C.    4D.    5E.    16 Answer: B  
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